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This invention refers to a‘ stone binding, 
particularly for chimney stacks,_reservroirs, 
towers or other curved or straight masonry 
which has to resist‘a‘cids, lyes, salts and simi 

..5 lar substances, as well as their vapours and 
gases." '1 ‘-' ' 

With such building work it hasibeen usual 
hitherto to construct the towers and chimney 
stacks, for example, in the ordinary way, and 

19 then to provide the innerwall with, an acid 
and lye resisting lining. Acid resisting metal 
reservoirs were provided with an inner lin 
ing' of ?re brick and acid resisting cement to 
resist lyes and acids. . With this method the 

1.5 outer jacket was the supporting one and the 
inner one was intended simply-as a protec 

I tive measure. This method of construction is 
not only expensive, but does not offer the nec 
essary security, as the lining, which is also i 

‘.20 subjected to all the stresses, cannotrwith 
stand the tensile and bending stresses which 
occur. In particular with. structures , for 
holding acid andlye substances or gases, se 
curity must be given against the formation 

7 25 of cracks, particularly in the joints. 
In contra-distinction to this the shaped 

stones forming the bonds in the present in 
vention also take the bending stresses, as in 
reinforced concrete, so that the ?nished struc 

3139 tures, towers, silos, chimney stacks and the 
like are statically ?rm in themselves, and 
are able to withstand internal‘ pressures, 
wind loading and other stresses with com 
paratively thin walls without any reinforce 

:35 ment, the mortar being subjected only to 
compressive‘ stresses and not to any tensile‘ 
stress. According to this invention this re 
sult is obtained by vproviding grooves and 
ridges, dowels, mortise pieces, 'etc., in, thev 

‘40 joints of the shaped stones engaging with one 
‘ another by means ‘of wedges, dovetails and 

the‘like. The combined effect of the shape 
of the stonev materiahgrooves and ridges, 
‘dowels and the like, gives bodies, which are 

. ‘t5 in themselves rigid and statically ?rm, as 
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opposed to the known bonding of shaped‘ 
stones. - v l ‘ I. 

Should the structure formed according to 
this invention be subjected to high .internal ~ 
pressures, retaining bands are advantageous 
ly provided which, by means of blocks or 
other intermediate pieces arranged on the 
stones, are kept at a certain distance from 
the stone bonds, so‘ that they cannot be dam; 
aged by. any acid or lye'which may exude. 
For the retaining bands any‘desirediron sec~ 
tions, such-asv-?at, U, angle, or round iron 
may be used. The distance of the retaining 
bands -..from thestone bond may also be ad 
justed by suitable "dimensions of the blocks 
or intermediate pieces. Finally, the retain 
ing .bands may themselves be additionally 
protected by lye and acid resisting coverings. 

.In the drawings a number of stone bonds 
formed according to this invention are shown 
as examples, as follows :-— I 
Figure 1 shows several constructional ex 

amples of such shaped stones and bonds in 
elevation. . '7 1 » 

' Figure 2 a sectionv on line II—II of Fig 
ure 1. ' V 

Figure 3 a section of areservoir constructed 
in accordance with this invention, with re 
taining bands. ’ 
Figure 4 aside view of part‘ of the cover— 

Figure 5 a section of a stonewith retaining 
bands. .7 v ' ‘ ' 

Figures ,6—9 further ‘stones with retaining 
bands in .various constructional forms. 1 . 

In the-‘construction of'thestone bonds as 
shown in the upper half of Figure 1' and in‘ 
Figure 2, stones a, b, and r, 8 having their ends 
thickened ‘and formed '1 into dovetails, are ar 

' ranged perpendicularly to one another in such ‘ 
a way that the end surface of one stone hes 
against the centre part of the side surface of 
the neighbouring stone. The gaps thus 
formed are ?lled up by correspondingly 
shaped dowel stonesvc, d, e, t. _ j 
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The side and end surfaces of the stones 
may consist. of smooth and partly broken 
surfaces as in the construction shown in Fig 
ure 1 (right upper half), but they may also 
be formed as curved surfaces, as in the con 
struction shown in Figure 1 (left upper half). 
\Vith the last mentioned construction the end 
surfaces of the stones lie, with the adjacent 
side surfaces of the dowel stones, in a curve, 
which corresponds to the curve of the side 
surface of a stone. The dowel stones may be 
made circular (68), square (0), or also square 
with broken, smooth (6), or curved surfaces 

2,‘). 
( The sides of the dowel stones may also, 
as shown on the right of Figure 2, be made 
sloping, in which case wedge pieces are ?tted 
in the resulting gaps. They may also, again 
as shown in Figure 2, contain recesses 2' at 
the edges of the sides, to permit the applica 
tion of jointing material. 
A mutual sideways displacement of the 

individual stones of the stone bond is pre 
vented by the grooves and ridges 7‘, 9, (Fig 
ure 2 left). The grooves and ridges in addi 
tion effect a good sealing. 

Figures 3 and 4 show a reservoir construct 
ed in accordance with the invention, with 
iron retaining bands. These iron retaining 
bands enable specially high internal pres 
sures or ?lling materials or bodies to be with 
stood. The iron retaining bands may be 
formed of ?at- iron bands 1), as in Figures 
3—6, round iron 111 (Figure 7), .angle iron 422 
(Figure 8), U-iron o3 (Figure 9), or other 
similar material. The retaining bands 4;, '01, 
v2, '03 are held by means of lugs w, w“, 102, 103 
?xed on the stones 01 at a predetermined dis 
tance from the outer wall of the reservoir, and 
are supported by projections 00, 031, 002, m3 of 
these stones 1' corresponding to the section of 
the bands. Between the individual lugs w1, 
w2, 'w3 the iron retaining band can be further 
separately protected by U-shaped stones 3/ 
(Figure 6) of acid and lye resisting material 
placed over them. Naturally the retaining 
bands may also be covered at the free parts 
in any other manner with suitable substances. 

In the reservoirs shown in Figures 3 and 
4, iron retaining bands are provided in every 
second layer. The bands are then supported 
in each layer on every second stone. 
In the stone bonds of Figure 1 (lower half) , 

the dowel stones are arranged in the recesses 
of the dovetail projections of the separate 
stone layers, all the layers being thus ?rmly 
clamped together. 
In the constructional form shown in Fig 

ure 1, (left lower half) anchor shaped stones 
1/ and stones 11/ with thickened dovetailed ends 
are used. The bonding is obtained by means 
of dowel stones 2. 

In the constructional form shown in Fig 
ure 1 (lower half, centre) only anchor 
shaped stones g? and dowel stones 22 are used. 
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In this construction of the stone bond by 
means of the dowel stones 22 two superim 
posed stones layers are clamped together. 

Finally, in the construction of the stone 
bond as shown in Figure 1 (lower half right) 
stones 3/3 are used which have at one side a 
dovetail projection and at the opposite side 
a dovetail recess. The bonding of the sep 
arate stone layers occurs here by means of 
the dowel stones 23. 
lVhat we claim and desire to secure by 

Letters Patent of the United States is : 
1. A wall structure comprising a plurality 

of building blocks each having an elongated 
central portion and an enlarged end portion 
the sides and ends of the blocks being alter 
nately formed with grooves and ridges adja 
cent blocks being disposed in said wall in 
perpendicular relation to each other with an 
end of one block abutting the central por 
tion of the adjacent block and with the 
ridges of one block entering the grooves of 
an adjacent block said disposition of said 
blocks resulting in a plurality of spaces un 
occupied by sald blocks, the margins of said 
spaces being de?ned by said end portions of 
said blocks, and a plurality of dowel blocks 
disposed in said spaces and substantially 
completely ?lling said spaces. 

2. A wall structure comprising a plurality 
of building blocks each having a central por 
tion and enlarged end portions the maximum 
width of said end portions substantially 
equal to the length of said central body or 
tion and the sides and ends of the block be 
ing alternately formed with grooves and 
ridges, adjacent blocks being disposed ‘in 
said wall in perpendicular relation to each 
other with an end of one block abutting the 
central body portion of the adjacent block, 
and with the ridges of one block entering the 
grooves of an adjacent block, said disposi 
tion of said blocks resulting in a plurality 
of spaces between the side faces of said end 
sections of said blocks, and a plurality of 
dowel blocks formed with grooves and ridges 
disposed in said spaces and substantially 
completely ?lling said spaces, the grooves 
and ridges of the dowel blocks oo-operating 
with the grooves and ridges of the building 
blocks. 

3. A building block comprising a central 
section and an end section, said central sec 
tion having two opposite parallel faces lying 
in planes parallel to the longitudinal axis 
of said block, and opposite parallel sides 
perpendicular to said faces having inter 
locking means extending the length of said 
faces said end section having two opposite 
faces lying in the parallel planes of the faces 
of the central section and constituting exten 
sions of said two opposite parallel faces 
thereof, said end section having two sides 
lying in surfaces substantially perpendicular 
to said parallel plane of the faces of the cen 
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tral section but ?aring outwardly with re 
spect to the longitudinal axis of said block, 
said outwardly ?aring sides having inter 
locking means extending the length thereof. 

5 4. A building block as claimedinclaim 
3, having an outwardly projecting portion 
adapted to support a metal retaining band‘. 

5. A wall structure as claimed in claim 1 
including in combination a metal retaining 

10 band mounted on outwardly projecting por 
tions of the building blocks. 7 
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